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Chapter 10
NO ESCAPE: THE FORCE OF THE SECURITY FRAME
IN ACADEMIA AND BEYOND1
Annelies Moors

In April 2016 Aysha Navest, Martijn de Koning and Annelies Moors published a
three-page article, 'Chatting about Marriage with Female Migrants to Syria', in the
peer-reviewed, popular-scientific journal Anthropology Today.2 Nine months later,
'a journalist of an upscale Dutch daily, NRC Handelsblad (hereafter the NRC),
wrote a three-page article about our publication.3 He accused the first author, a
junior researcher, of sympathizing with the violent jihad, and the research team of
a lack of transparency, as we had not acknowledged this in the article. Moreover,
according to the NRC, our methodology was flawed, as we had allowed our
interlocutors to remain anonymous, while our conclusion could be used to
undermine the attempts of the security services to prosecute women returning
from IS-held territory. The NRC article circulated widely online, became a hit in
the alt-right blogosphere (such as Breitbart), and in the aftermath three political
parties posted a total of twenty-two parliamentary questions.'
This brief auto-ethnographic contribution reflects on these events to gain
insight into the force of the security discourse in academia, the unequal division of
trust and distrust, and its performative effects.5 Our aim is to understand how a
text that focused on marriage and was written to remain outside of the security
and radicalization frame, was nonetheless unable to escape such framing. Starting
with an analysis of the reception of our publication in the NRC, we soon discovered
that we needed to take two aspects far more seriously than we had expected,
namely, public views on authorship and academic discipline. In the following, we
first summarize how we started our research project, the kinds of methods we
used, and the conclusions we have drawn. We then analyse how the NRC framed
our text in such a way as to turn it into something akin to 'a security problem'. In
order to understand how this shift from marriage to security occurred, we
investigate how distrust about the positionality of the junior researcher and of
anthropology as a discipline was produced. As it turned out, invading the private
life of the junior researcher and a disregard for the ethical requirements and
epistemological grounding of anthropological research were justified by the need
for increased surveillance due to the growing threat of terrorism.
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Our point of departure: Academic and public debates

far as these authors include the perspectives of the muhajirat themselves, they
largely rely on the muhajirat's publicly accessible posts on social media. Such an
approach in itself privileges the more ideologically engaged women and, in turn,
amplifies their voices.

Our work concerning the marriages of muhajirat sham6 is firmly located in
academia. In line with critical studies on kinship, we consider marriage not simply
as a private affair, but as a key institution for the regulation of sexuality and
procreation, for the production of kinship, the organizatio~ of care and the tr~sfer
of property (as dower). Marriage is central to the production and reproduction of
7
families, ethnicities, religious groups, nations and other social formations. It is no
surprise then that a variety of parties such as family members, religious authorities
and state actors have an interest in how marriages come to pass.
Chatting about marriage is part of a larger anthropological research programme,
started in 2013, that explores what kinds of Muslim marriages have become
problematized, and how this problematization relates to the pe~spectives ~d
desires of those carrying out these marriages.8 In other words, actively engagmg
with societal concerns, this research programme focuses on marriage forms that
have become the object of controversy in various parts of the world, such as mixed
marriages, transnational marriages and unregistered marriages. A superficial
glance at media discourse indicates that the marriages of the muhajirat eas~~y fit
into this category. The frequent use of terms such as jihadi brides, sexual Jihad,
and temporary marriages evokes an imaginary of 'sex, violence and women's
9
oppression' that works as a magnet to draw the attention of readers. This then
raises the question, how do the women concerned perceive of how they enter into
marriage?
Turning to the literature, we did not only quickly discover that there was no
reliable information available about how such marriages were carried out, but we
were also more generally struck by a strong bias in publications about the muhajirat.
A rather narrow range of questions dominated the literature: the motivations of
women to travel to Syria, the extent to which they are or will become a security
risk, and how to develop successful trajectories for deradicalization." In other
words, a radicalization and security frame is central to these publications.
Taking a closer look at the perspectives used in these writings, women's agency
tends to be either underrated ('women as victims of devious men') or overrated
('women as trying to outdo their male counterparts'). Tropes like 'sexual jihad' and
'jihadi brides' often present the muhajirat as victims of unscrupulous men who
lure them to Syria." This is rather similar to how politicians, the security services,
and the media had discussed 'informal Islamic marriages' as a security risk a
decade earlier."
Over the course of time, the trope of the 'jihadi bride' has become increasingly
criticized in the academic literature. The muhajirat's growing public online
presence has contributed to a shift in the dominant discourse towards recogniz!ng
these women as actors and even as militant activists who function as propagandists
and recruiters for IS. Some authors use the term 'female foreign fighters' to refer to
the muharijat, 13 or point to their potential engagement in violent extremism,
comparing them with the earlier presence of female fighters in left-wing groups
14
and the more recent female suicide bombers recruited by Islamist groups. In so
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Methods used and insights gained
In order to gain insight into how the muhajirat conclude their marriages, we
needed other sources and methods. Because of restrictions on doing fieldwork in
Syria, the best alternative was private chatting. We recognize that this is far removed
from the longer-term immersion that is the hallmark of anthropology. It is in some
ways more similar to interviews, as it remains at the level of discourse ( what people
say) rather than allowing for the observation of people's practices (what people
do). In addition, the absence of face-to-face contact makes it more difficult to
assess the presence of our interlocutors, their body language and intonation. Also,
answers are often briefer, it is more difficult to talk in depth, and chats are easily
interrupted.
Similar to anthropological fieldwork, private chatting also requires the
development of some level of trust between the researcher and her interlocutors,
so we needed to work with someone who would be able to build such a relationship.
We were fortunate to find a suitable junior researcher who had known a few of the
muhajirat prior to their departure and was familiar with the kind of language they
use (that is Dutch, but with very frequent use of Arabic-Islamic greetings, terms
and interjections). Because of internet connectivity issues, we could not use Skype,
so we turned to Facebook and WhatsApp. We worked with a topic list and open
conversations, that is, we employed an interactive and cyclical approach, using
insights gained from one conversation in the course of later conversations.15 We
were able to contact twenty-two muhajirat, and consider ten of them as our key
interlocutors as they were both willing and able to provide insights into how the
enactment of marriages came about.16 The number of chats per person varied
from less than five to over thirty, and after the initial contact from our side they
were initiated by both parties.
Although we cannot claim that the women we talked with are a representative
sample, some interesting patterns emerged nonetheless. The large majority of our
interlocutors (here we refer to the twenty-two women we contacted) were young
adults in their early to mid-twenties. Many were Moroccan-Dutch (a few were
Moroccan-Flemish), while a little over a quarter were converts (of various ethnic
.backgrounds). Over two-thirds of the muhajirat only married after arriving in
Syria, while the remainder either travelled together with their husbands to Syria or
followed them later. Most of the women - also those marrying in Syria - married
partners from the same ethnic background, or if not, then with a convert, or a
migrant who had grown up in another Western country. None of our interlocutors
had married a Syrian. By the end of our research period, in the early summer of
2015, already half of the women had been widowed.
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Looking more closely at how the muhajirat married (that is, turning to our ten
key interlocutors), it became evident that they held strong opinions about the
trajectory towards marriage. Critical of premarital contact with men, they only
agreed to meet their partner a limited number of times before marriage and
preferably in the presence of others. Instead of focusing on material matters - a
high dower or a lavish wedding - their main concern was to find 'a practising
brother', even if their own religious knowledge was sometimes limited. By doing
so, they not only rejected mainstream notions of free dating, but also those
arranged marriages that have material and familial interests as their main concern.
Both those marrying in the Netherlands and the early arrivals among our
interlocutors who came to Syria from early 2013 onwards, reported that their
marriages were effected informally. The marriage contract was often carried out at
home, sometimes at first only orally, the dower often had little or no material value,
and some women reported that they had chosen their own wali (marriage
guardian). However, after the Caliphate was proclaimed, IS officials increasingly
attempted to control and regulate the enactment of marriages, restricting the
freedom of action of both the bride and the groom.
This was similar to what had happened during processes of state formation
elsewhere. In line with the Syrian Law of Personal Status, IS also started to require
that marriages either took place at the Sharia court or at home in the presence of
an official who would then register the marriage at the court. Standard Islamic
rules about who should function as a woman's wali were implemented, starting
with the father and proceeding in a fixed order; while for converts the qadi (judge)
at the Sharia court was to function as wali.
Other attempts made by IS officials to regulate marriages were less conventional.
They imposed heavy restrictions on private premarital contact between men and
women. Men did not only need the approval of the wali of their prospective wife,
but also the leader of their group (the amir) needed to give his permission.
Moreover, IS made attempts to impose a minimum amount of dower (our
interlocutors mentioned $500) in order to make marriage a more serious
commitment and to protect the muhajirat from men who would only marry them
because they would ask for so little compared to Syrian women.17

a substantial number of muhajirat are adult women in their twenties who went
to Syria because they desired to live under IS rule. Considering them either as
victims or as militant activists does not tally with how they talk about their lives.
Rather than expressing an interest in joining the violent jihad, they see themselves
as first and foremost responsible for domestic life. This does not imply that
giving birth, raising children and caring for husbands are not central to the
reproduction of social formations, in this case IS. Yet, in contrast to other cases,
where women themselves highlight the political nature of motherhood, our
interlocutors were rather reluctant to consider their domestic activities as part
and parcel of the world of politics. 18 Their main investment seems to be in
attempting to normalize life under IS rule. This normalization remains, however,
fragile, as many of the women - a staggering half of our interlocutors - have
experienced widowhood in the past couple of years.19
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Textual politics: From marriage to a 'security issue'
In the section above we have presented our work on the marriages of the muhajirat
quite extensively because that was the central focus of our publication in
Anthropology Today. We ended our article with a brief, more general observation.
In the light of the commotion it caused, it is worthwhile to cite this last paragraph
in full:
We do not claim that the insights we gained through our chats are representative
of the whole population of female migrants from the Netherlands (and even less
so for those from Belgium) to Syria. We can, however, state with confidence that
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We had included this last paragraph because it contradicted one of our own
assumptions. We had expected women who had taken the huge step to leave their
homeland and to travel to Syria, engaging in an act that many orthodox Muslims
would denounce (travelling without a male relative or husband), to become more
involved with their environment and with the broader process of state-building.
As this hardly seemed the case, we considered it worthwhile to share this
observation with our readers. Little did we expect this carefully worded paragraph
would engender major media hype and parliamentary debate.
After our article was published in Anthropology Today in April 2016, we sent it
to a few journalists to see whether they would be interested in writing about it for
the Dutch-language media. In July 2016, an NRC journalist sent us the draft of an
article he intended to publish. At the time he considered our work to be 'cool
research." Using the case of Laura H. - who had just returned from IS-held
territory - as an anchor, he summarized some of our findings quite adequately,
including those on marriage. However, this article never saw the light of day, as the
NRC deemed it insufficiently newsworthy.
Half a year later the NRC published, instead, a very different article by the same
journalist about the same Anthropology Today article. Entitled Jihad Researcherfrom
University of Amsterdam Expressed Support for IS fighters it appeared as the third
and last episode in a high-profile series on Cyberjihadism. This series coincided, as
the editorial op-ed stated, with the public announcement of the formation of a
special police unit to fight Cyberjihadism. More than half of the front page was
dedicated to the over 1500-word article as well as two pages in the middle, with
much space devoted to a large colourful drawing of a covered woman working on a
tablet. Headings included 'sympathy for the jihad; 'a contribution to terror: 'jihadist
posts: and 'no openness'; in fact, the term jihad was mentioned over eighteen times
in the article.
How did the NRC frame our article? It started with the statement that the
junior researcher had already, prior to research, expressed the opinion that these
women were not recruited and used for the sexual jihad, but that they had opted
themselves to leave for Syria and were just married. The journalist claimed to have
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learned this, after allegedly discovering the pseudonym she had used for postings
on a web forum, which also included some posts that could be read as 'pro-jihadist'.
He reproached us for not being transparent about her 'jihadist sympathies'. In his
eyes, this was particularly problematic as our argument that many women
expressed no interest in militant activism could be used by the lawyers of women
returning from IS-held areas. His mistrust was further evoked by the fact that,
according to him, our results did not tally with those of other researchers, our
study lacked openness about the questions asked, and our refusal to register the
women's real names was highly unusual. To underscore this point, he quoted other
academics who allegedly criticized our study for a lack of transparency.
In its reporting, the NRC publication completely ignored both the research
question and the main conclusions of our article. It is hard to overstate this. Not a
word was written about the marriages of the muhajirat. No mention was made
about dating practices, partner choice in relation to ethnic-national boundary
making, the informal nature of carrying out these marriages, and the conventional
and less conventional ways in which IS attempted to regulate marriages. Instead,
our conclusions were reduced, in one sentence, to 'a large number of the women
with IS willingly embrace the strict rules of the terrorist organization'.21 Others
then translated this into statements such as 'those ladies who had been with IS and
had liked it very much," or 'the main conclusion was that the women were very
content with their domestic life with IS'.23 We had, of course, no evidence whether
the muhajirat 'liked it' there or 'were very content' and we seriously doubt whether
we would have been able to provide a well-grounded answer to such a question on
the basis of chatting. We had only stated that in the field of marriage, 'the women
willingly submitted to IS regulations'. But the NRC and, in its slipstream, other
media, were not interested in marriages.

fact, we mention one woman among our interlocutors who could be considered as
belonging to the latter category. We only stated that there is also a category that
does not seem to fit either of these two descriptions. Moreover, we then qualified
our statement further with the observation that even if the muhajirat only engage
in caring tasks, they may still be considered as involved in the reproduction of IS
as a social formation. How careful can one be?
In hindsight, it may well have been the very fact that we were so cautious in our
statements about the muhajirat that caused discomfort. We highlighted that our
article in Anthropology Today was part of the 'narrative' section, and explicitly
presented it as explorative. Rather than drawing firm and unequivocal conclusions
about their activities, we focused on how they presented themselves to us. We
pointed out that our results could not be generalized, and argued that their
engagement in domestic tasks could be interpreted in different ways. In other
words, as is often the case in anthropological research, we showed the complexity
and multi-layeredness of apparently simple questions (such as whether the
muhajirat are victims or activists) instead of providing clear and unambiguous
answers.
What makes it even more difficult to understand why the NRC considered our
last paragraph so scandalous, is that, in contrast to the claims of the NRC, it is
rather similar to what others have argued. Take, for instance, how the very same
NRC had presented Destination Syria, a report about the everyday life of Dutch
emigrants to Syria, in relation to the court case against Laura H. First, the NRC
criticized how the public prosecutor used the Destination Syria report: 'According
to the public prosecutor the report indicates that all female emigrants to Syria are
involved in the armed struggle. The authors deny this." Next, the NRC quotes two
of the authors. One of them, an emeritus professor of Arabic and Islamic Studies
states, 'There are plenty of women there who are sitting at home, are married and
take care of the children', while, according to the other, a professor of terrorism
studies, 'Many girls naively assume that they can live best as a Muslim in the
Caliphate'. In other words, these conclusions resonate strongly with what we had
stated in our publication.25 However, in January 2017, the NRC argued that our
conclusion 'is at odds with those of other studies: adding to this that our argument
that these women are only involved in domestic tasks may obstruct the work of the
security services.
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Countering the security frame: An appeal to reason
The main substantial issue the NRC raised was that presenting these women as
only involved in domestic tasks, would be helpful for lawyers defending the
muhajirat after their possible return to the Netherlands. In other words, we, as
authors of the text, obstructed the work of the security services. We found this line
of argumentation puzzling, as, on the basis of our text, one may argue as well that
the public prosecution could use our article to undermine the argument that the
muhajirat were victims of unscrupulous men trying to recruit them. In fact, either
one of these deductions is problematic, as we explicitly stated that our results could
not be generalized for the whole population of muhajirat in Syria. When we
reported that a substantial number of the muhajirat presented themselves neither
as victims nor as militant activists, we were referring to our interlocutors only,
about one-third of the estimated number present in Syria at the time. We explicitly
stated that we cannot claim that these women are representative for the whole
category of muhajirat. It would simply be incorrect to conclude on the basis of our
publication that there are no women who are either victims or militant activists; in
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Authorship matters
How had our article turned from 'cool research' in July 2016 into a case of'jihadism
at the University of Amsterdam' in January 2017? As the journalist told us, he had
fust discovered that the junior researcher had a close relationship with someone ('a
jihadist'), with whom he had a long-standing conflictual relationship. He had then
allegedly found out that the junior researcher had in the past posted some projihadist messages on a web forum under a nickname. These 'bits of information'
had apparently prompted him to re-read our article as a pro-IS text.
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In the course of two long conversations with the journalist, we first explained
that we did not intend to make a public statement about what someone may or
may not have posted under a nickname prior to our working relationship.26 Also,
we made it clear that we would not investigate ( and publicly disclose) other aspects
of our co-author's personal life, as we considered that an infringement of her right
to privacy. The risk of taking such a principled stance was, of course, that it would
raise more suspicion among the wider public, especially in the present-day political
climate in which Muslims are already singled out for surveillance. Still, we felt that
it was important to draw a line, as we were very concerned about providing a
precedent to further infringements to the right to privacy that is already in itself
often seen as standing in a tense relation with security concerns and hence
increasingly under attack.
We found it hard to understand how our last paragraph (mentioned above) had
given rise to so much suspicion. We explained in detail how we had worked and
discussed the ethical requirements of anthropological research, such as the need
to protect the identity of our interlocutors. In hindsight, our expectation that a
rational discussion about the content of our article would take away the concerns
of the NRC was far too optimistic. Whereas we cannot be certain about the
motivations of the journalist and the NRC to publish the article in the format
chosen, be it a personal grudge of the journalist, click-bait for a newspaper
concerned about its financial position, or a blinding concern for state security, it
was evident that we had underestimated the force of emotion in this case. It was
our rational line of argumentation, and the relatively neutral language we used,
that caused considerable discomfort. In the case of IS, apparently the only
acceptable discursive format and style was one of affective rejection.27 We were,
however, not the only ones using a relatively neutral language - the authors of
Destination Syria, for instance, also did so.28 To understand what made our
publication particularly suspect, we need to further investigate authorship.

Such a position cannot be defended. The ideal researcher would then be the
imaginary tabula rasa, hardly a real-life figure. What matters is that we as
researchers reflect on our own positionality and develop an awareness of the
assumptions we all work with. Being a 'relative outsider' does not make one
necessarily less biased than when one is a 'relative insider'. In fact, those who are
generally considered as the closest to the ideal of neutrality (the paradigmatic
secular white men) run the greatest risk of lacking an awareness of how their own
assumptions and backgrounds may impact their research.
Secondly, researchers may hold particular opinions about their subject matter,
but, for the sake of transparency, they need to make the opinions they hold available
to the public. Although we agree that transparency is important in our interactions
with our interlocutors in so far as it is appropriate, publicly reporting on one's
opinions is a different kind of demand. In many cases it may be irresponsible or
culturally insensitive to do so. Authors disclosing their political preferences may
endanger both their interlocutors and themselves, and could result in their being
barred from research sites. Demanding that researchers disclose their opinions
about, for instance, sexual preferences, abortion or religious convictions, may
jeopardize their ability to work in particular settings and may also impact their
personal lives. After all, in contrast to their interlocutors, authors cannot remain
anonymous, and may well need to exert some kinds of self-censorship, as we all do
in social life.
Such demands of disclosure are also problematic because they often involve
double standards. If one is obliged to report support for the violent jihad for the
sake of transparency, wouldn't one, then, in a similar vein, be equally obliged to
report an aversion to the violent jihad? There is, of course, the very real risk that
such transparency is only required of those holding non-mainstream, transgressive
opinions. And it does not stop there. Once it is accepted that one needs to report
on personal opinions, the next demand would be to provide evidence that one
does so truthfully. It is evident that in the eyes of the NRC, the junior researcher
had expressed her real opinions in internet posts (without evidence that she had
actually written and posted these); it considered her public statement that she does
not support the violent jihad as inconsequential. Once the seeds of doubt and
suspicion have been sown, it becomes impossible to correct this, especially when
an appeal to Cyberjihadism fits so well with the hegemonic security frame.
The main point is, however, that the ability to do so is unequally distributed. It
is far easier to create doubt about a research project if the researcher concerned
belongs to a category ('a committed or orthodox Muslim') that is already under
surveillance and hence an object of suspicion. What matters is not simply what is
said and how it is said, but above all who says it. It is precisely because the researcher
targeted is a Muslim woman, that it becomes so easy to render our reasoned
arguments suspect. This is not only an ethical issue, but it also has serious
epistemological consequences. It de facto disqualifies certain categories of
researchers (those with a recognizable Muslim presence) as producers of
knowledge. The net effect is then that particular forms of experiential knowledge
are excluded from the process of knowledge production.
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Positionality and the unequal division of distrust
As the above indicates, claiming a researcher's rights to privacy and refusing to be
drawn into a security frame, was unacceptable to the NRC, members of parliament
and the public at large. In an attempt to counter misinterpretations of our position,
we decided to make a public statement about our personal views about the violent
jihad. In our response to the NRC article we explicitly stated, that 'none of the
authors is a supporter of the violent jihad'. This we also did, because the NRC had
accused us of a lack of transparency, as we had not acknowledged such support in
our publication. At the time we simply had not done so because none of us held
such sympathies.29 But this push for disclosure also raises the more fundamental
question of whether researchers actually need to state their personal preferences.
Taking a step back and reflecting on the NRC's line of argumentation about
authorship, two different sets of objections emerged. First, the junior author should
not have taken part in the research project at all, because she was allegedly biased.
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The research process: The vulnerability of anthropology

had provided us with. Yet, we needed to be careful about the extent to which
we publicly report this, precisely because we cannot claim the right to protect
our sources. There is then a strong contrast between journalists who are not
bound by the 'doing no harm' principle ( they may, in contrast, consider it their task
to expose individuals), yet enjoy a measure of legal protection of sources, and
anthropologists who are bound to an ethics of care and do not have such legal
protection. 33
There is yet another reason why anonymity is the default option in anthropology.
Much anthropological research is based on the fact that we develop relations of
trust with our interlocutors. Based on such relations of trust, people share all kinds
of details of their lives with us - which are sometimes very private - expecting that
we will act responsibly and use this information prudently. A precondition for
the development of such relations of trust is the promise of confidentiality. If
we were to identify our interlocutors by name this would no doubt affect the
quality of our work negatively. For most anthropological research, there is no
methodological need to link a particular practice to a named individual, as we
tend to focus on patterns emerging from individual practices, rather than on
specific individuals. If we were to ask our interlocutors for their official names,
there is a good chance that they would simply refuse to talk to us, and if they would
still be willing to do so, they would then be well aware of the fact that they are 'on
stage: that they are addressing a broader public while talking to us. This would
have a considerable impact on the kinds of insight and information they would be
willing to share with us.

In addition to a 'jihad-friendly' text and a biased junior researcher, the NRC had
yet another axe to grind with our methodology- private chatting with interlocutors
whose official names were unknown. While in our publication we had elaborated
on the drawbacks of this method, we also explained why we nonetheless had opted
to try this out. As existing studies heavily lean on publicly available internet
postings, amplifying the voices of those opting for a public presence, we were
interested to discover whether private chatting would yield different kinds of
knowledge. The NRC's claim that we did not know the questions our interlocutors
had been asked was simply incorrect. Perhaps because the NRC had overlooked
the fact that the focus of our research project was on how the muhajirat enter into
marriages, our questions about marriage had also dropped off the radar.
The NRC's main objection, however, centred on the anonymity of our
interlocutors, that is, the fact that we did not record the full official names of our
interlocutors. On the record we were asked the following question: 'You did not
establish through ID cards or passports that the research subjects were present in
Syria. In hindsight, shouldn't you have done so?'30 Besides the fact that it is not
clear how a picture of an ID card would work as evidence of someone's presence
in a particular location, this question also indicates the different ways in which
journalists and anthropologists work with anonymity. Whereas journalists prefer
to include official names and other identifiers in their publications, for
anthropologists it is standard practice not to mention people's real names and to be
careful with other identifiers. This is because one important ethical consideration
in the field of anthropology is the principle of'doing no harm'.
In order to protect the safety of our interlocutors we refrained from asking
individual's official names, and from disclosing other information that would
make them easily identifiable. We were already aware of the need to do so when we
started our research. When we had submitted our larger research project to the
relevant ethical committees, we had committed ourselves contractually to refrain
from recording, and even asking about, official names. This issue became even
more pressing when the AIVD changed its policy in January 2016, considering
anyone present in an IS-held area as involved in a terrorist organization.31 This was
further compounded when, in early 2017, public prosecutors started to prepare
cases against those present in IS-held territory, including women and children.32
The substantive value of the requirement of anonymity became evident in the
course of the contestations about our research project. One of the parliamentary
questions addressed to the Minister of Security and Justice centred on the identity
of the woman that we had considered as the only one actively involved and
committed to IS state-building: Was her name known to the public prosecutor and
would a criminal investigation be started against her?
As social scientists we also face the problem that we do not have the legal
right to protect our sources. This places us in a double bind. It is thanks to our
contextual knowledge about the muhajirat that we felt a strong measure of
confidence about the quality of the insights and the information our interlocutors
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A brief reflection: Overdetermined by the security discourse
When we were confronted with the controversy about our article and especially
with the personal attacks on the junior researcher, we asked ourselves the following
question: should we, in hindsight, not have published this article? After going
through our material once more, revisiting our analysis and asking colleagues to
critically read our text, we concluded that we stand behind our publication, both in
terms of the choice of genre ( a brief, explorative article in the 'narrative' section of
Anthropology Today) and in terms of its content. 34 We could only have avoided the
commotion if we would not have mentioned the junior researcher by name. Doing
so would, however, have entailed another ethical and integrity issue, the denial of
authorship.
The NRC's framing of our article was accepted uncritically, also among those
who would generally be critical of more sensationalist styles of reporting. Part of
the reason is that the NRC is considered an upscale, quality paper, widely read
among the administrative and professional elite of the country. But we had also
failed to recognize that we were in a highly vulnerable position. We had overlooked
the affective force of the security discourse, which appeals so strongly to emotions
and is so forcibly and dominantly present in public debate that it is hard not to be
affected by it.
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We had, in particular, miscalculated how easily such a discourse could be
triggered when the targets are 'already under suspicion', that is a Muslim researcher
and anthropology as a discipline. In a political climate in which especially more
orthodox Muslims are a priori considered as 'suspicious: Muslim researchers are
particularly vulnerable to allegations about bias, and hence subject to unequal
treatment. In an academic climate in which interpretative social sciences and the
humanities are increasingly under attack, anthropology as a discipline that is
intersubjective rather than positivistic, highlights ambiguity and fluidity rather
than certainty, values heterogeneity over homogeneity, and foregrounds
responsibility towards one's interlocutors over institutional interests, is an easy
target.
There was no escape. Our attempts to counter accusations by reasoned
argumentation were, at times, counterproductive. The combination of the affective
hegemony of the security frame and a style of reporting of a quality paper that is
increasingly bent on enticing its audiences through click-bait, enabled the NRC to
turn our article on marriage into something akin to a security threat. If we had
followed the journalist's lead, and had investigated the private life of our colleague
and disclosed the names of our interlocutors, we would have functioned as some
kind of security agents ourselves. Moreover, the security discourse also tried to
pressure us to transgress both anthropological ethics and the law, be it by violating
the right to privacy of a colleague or by non-compliance with contractual
obligations about anonymity. But not only ethics and the law are at stake, there are
also serious epistemological consequences. Disqualifying particular categories of
researchers implies a disregard for their experiential knowledge, while refusing to
provide confidentiality to our interlocutors will make them very hesitant to openly
share their insights with us. This would seriously affect the quality of our work,
and, more generally, that of our academic field.
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